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Relative Trading Date from Option Expiration Date Hedgers are net long options, hence long Gamma. They sell stock when it rises and buy stock when it falls.
Since the aggregate amount of stock required is large compared to daily trading volume (supply) , this drives the stock to the strike price Accounting for Price Impact of Hedgers
Price-response due to demand for deltas option one for Delta S. We know that stock pinning at option expiration exists for optionable stocks Conclusions & Further Research
Pinning of optionable stocks on option expiration dates was statistically established in Ni, Pearson and Poteshman (2003, preprint) .
We proposed a model that provides a market-driven mechanism for pinning based on price-impact due to delta-hedging. Model is analytically tractable using WKB and exactly solvable in a special case.
Conditioning the data on MM net long / short gives results which are consistent with the proposed mechanism (ex post)
Estimating pinning probability conditional on stock price, volatility and time-tomaturity is possible --more work remains to be done
